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Q: How did having a project manager

infrastructure implementation, High Point

specifically assigned to your company help

Networks personnel worked late into the

streamline your project?

night, both onsite and remotely, to ensure

A: The project manager coordinated all

a successful migration. Over that weekend,

aspects of the project and became the “go-

High Point Networks personnel continued

to” person for our questions and concerns.

troubleshooting any issues that arose; thus,

Instead of having to deal with multiple

ensuring business continued as normal

individuals, each having his/her area of

Monday morning.

expertise, the project manager directed and
scheduled all the tasks and kept us informed

Q: What have been the greatest benefits of

throughout the project.

working with HPN as your trusted IT partner?
A: Knowing we have an organization ready to

Q: What is an example of how High Point

help us with any current or future technology

Networks has went “the extra mile” to serve

needs.

you during this project?
Q: Tell us about Christian Investors Financial’s

INTERVIEWEE: Jason Goudy

relationship with High Point Networks.

TITLE: IT Manager

A: Christian Investors Financial began working

PROJECT: Infrastructure & Managed Services

with High Point Networks in early 2019. I worked

COMPANY LOCATION: Bloomington, MN

A: During the Friday evening of our

extensively with High Point Networks at a
previous company and knew firsthand the
benefits of working with a trusted partner.
Q: Describe the project you implemented with
High Point Networks.
A: Christian Investors Financial had been
utilizing the network and server infrastructure
graciously made available by another
company in our building. With High Point
Network’s assistance, we implemented our
own network and server environment. We also
deployed robust disaster recovery solutions for

our Microsoft 365 platform and VMware

Services Implemented

server infrastructure.
Q: What challenge(s) did the solution you
implemented solve?
A: Implementing our own network and
server environment has allowed Christian
Investors Financial the flexibility to quickly
respond to ever-evolving technological

FIREWALL AS
A SERVICE

NETWORK AS
A SERVICE

DISASTER RECOVERY
AS A SERVICE

(FWaaS)

(NaaS)

(DRaaS)

needs and trends. The technology
implemented during this project has
allowed us to operate easily during the
uncertainties surrounding Covid-19.
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